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A bstract
Optimal design of a six degrees-cf-freedom, fully parallel m anipulator, called a  
Stewart platform is investigated. In order to  optimize the mechanism, new perfor­
mance measures are introduced since use of the previous m ethods suffer from lack of 
physical meaning due to  dimensional inhomogeneity. To overcome the dimensional 
inhomogeneity problem, an EucUdean norm  definition of each output space with 
homogeneous dimension is used to find input-output norm relation. As a  result, 
four sets of eigenvalues are obtained which characterize translational and rotational 
velocity, force and torque, and position and orientation accuracy. From the four sets 
of eigenvalues, four determinant measures are defined, which represent the magni­
tude of the input-output transformation and four condition number measures are 
defined which are indices of uniform transformation. The invariant property of the 
new measures is investigated under the scaling operation.
By the simplification of the design problem, the explicit equations of performance 
measures are derived which provide the valuable tools to analyze the param etric 
space of the design variables. Using the explicit formulation, singular configurations 
can be identified at home positions of the m anipulator. It is shown th a t parameters
IX
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satisfying the isotropic condition form the surfaces of the simple geometric entities, 
called the cones and cylindroids in cylindrical coordinates. These geometric entities 
provide the insight to figure out the behavior of the performance measures in the 
param etric space. Using the geometric entities, three optimum solutions are found: 
one for force capacity and position accuracy and one for the torque capacity and 
rotation accuracy and one for both aspects.
It is shown that there are two isotropic surfaces corresponding to each given 
condition num ber not equal to one and in all the region bounded by the two surfaces 
the condition numbers are less than  the given condition number. Using these facts, 
a  minimax problem is solved for condition number measures. It is shown tha t the 
achievable minimum condition number is obtained when the geometric average of 
the upper and lower limit of the operating height is on the isotropic surface. The 
result is used to  determine the adequate operating range.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
Traditionally, the most widely-used robots have been serial manipulators which 
may be a sequence of links connected in a series through revolute and prismatic 
joints (see figure 1.1). This type of m anipulator usually has a  longer reach, a 
large workspace, and a greater dexterity than closed kinematic chain mechanisms or 
parallel mechanisms. However, serial mechanisms are not ideal mechanisms for high 
precision operations and they have relatively low load capacity. Serial manipulators 
generally have low resonant vibrational frequency due to their cantilever structure 
and suffer from the accumulation of the effective masses associated with system 
actuators. Consequently, serial manipulators suffer from a lack of rigidity. Another 
disadvantage to  serial manipulators is th a t actuator positioning errors accumulate 
throughout the open chain mechanism and these accumulation of errors result in a 
large positioning error at the end-effector. In addition, applied and system loads are 
not uniformly distributed throughout the serial system and therefore each actuator 
must carry the loads associated with all outward links attached to  its corresponding 
points.
1
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The disadvantages of serial manipulators have given rise in the past decade to an 
increasing interest in parallel manipulators as an alternative to serial manipulators 
[5], [15], [16], [28], [32], [35]. Figure 1.1 shows a typical parallel robot manipulator, 
called Stewart platform. The kinematic and static behavior of parallel mecha­
nisms has many opposite characteristics as compared with serial mechanism. The 
parallel m anipulator has the following advantages as compared to the traditional 
serial manipulators: more rigidity and high force/tor que capacity due to the lack 
of cantilever-like structure, non-accumulative errors, and simple inverse kinematics 
which is an advantage in real-time computer online control. Limited workspace and 
dexterity represents the main disadvantages of parallel manipulators. Thus, parallel 
manipulators can be ideal devices for applications where high position accuracy of 
the end-effector and low sensitivity to external load variations are primary concerns 
and the demand on workspace is low.
Hunt [15], [16] conducted a systematic study on the  in-parallel-actuated robotic 
arms and studied kinematic structures of several parallel manipulators. Some other 
authors have discussed basic theoretical aspects on the parallel manipulators [5], 
[28], [32], [35], [34], [37]. For example, Waldron and Hunt [37] showed tha t parallel 
manipulators and serial manipulators have the dueJities in instantaneous kinematics 
and statics. It is pointed out tha t high performances are expected from the use 
of parallel manipulators used in hybrid series-parallel manipulation systems [32].
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(a) a serial robot manipulator
(b) a parallel robot manipulator (Stewart platform)
Figure 1.1: Examples: (a) a serial manipulator, (b) a parallel robot m anipulator, 
called Stewart platform.
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Also, Mohamed and DufFy [28], and Sugimoto [35], [34] discussed the kinematics 
and dynamics of parallel manipulators by using screw theory.
The most well known parallel m anipulator is the Stewart platform, which was 
originally designed as an aircraft simulator by Stewart in 1965 [33]. The Stewart 
platform  is constructed by connecting the ends of six serial spherical-prismatic- 
spherical subchains to a  moving platform on one side and and a  fixed base a t the 
other. The platform ’s m otion is controlled by parallel actuation of the six active 
prismatic inputs. Since then, many parallel mechanisms containing prismatic joints 
have been called Stewart platforms, although Stewart originally suggested only two 
different arrangements. The Stewart Platform has been successfully applied in many 
applications including mechanized assemblies, micromanipulators [14], force-torque 
and position-orientation sensors [17], and excavation machines [4].
A great attention has been directed towards the kinematic analysis of the Stewart 
platform  or Stewart-like platform manipulators. As opposed to the serial manip­
ulator, the forward kinematic problem of the parallel m anipulators is challenging. 
The forward kinematic problem is to find end-effector variables with given joint 
variables. The forward kinematic problem has been studied by some authors, espe­
cially for finding the num ber of modes in which the m anipulator can be assembled 
with given joint variables [23], [22], [29], [30], [40], [3], [12], [26].
Lee and Shah [23] studied a  three-limbed structure with three degrees-of-freedom 
(two degrees of orientation freedom and one degree of translational freedom). Behi
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[3 ] investigated a  forward displacement analysis of a parallel mechanism th a t closely 
resembles a Stewart platform. Numerically, he was able to  find eight solutions. 
Griffis and Duffy [12] conducted a study on the closed-form forward position analysis 
of the octahedron Stewart platform. The octahedron’s six legs meet in a pair­
wise fashion a t three points in the top and base platforms. Griffis and Duffy [12] 
showed tha t the forward kinematics of this m anipulator can be reduced to  a  sixteen 
degree polynomial and there are up to  sixteen assembly modes of this manipulator. 
Nauna, W aldron and M urthy [30] presented the direct kinematic solution of the 
case in which the six limbs form three concurrent pairs a t either the base or the 
top platforms. Zhang and Song [40] discussed geometries of péirallel platforms with 
closed-form solutions especially when five end points at the platform or a t the base 
are on the same line through space. Merlet [26] showed th a t the mechanism with 
an arbitrary hexagon base and platform has up to 352 solutions.
Although there has been a great amount of research on the  forward kinematics of 
the parallel m anipulators, few authors have paid attention to  the characteristics of 
performance and  other design-related problems of the Stewart platform. There has, 
however, been a great deal of research on the design-related problems of the serial 
manipulators in the literature [36], [24], [13]. Fichter [7] discussed some practical 
design problems for a  parallel manipulator. Yang and Lee [38] produced preliminary 
results on the  workspace of the Stewart platform. Gosselin [8 ] investigated the 
workspace of th e  Stewart platform and presented the algorithm to evaluate volume
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of the workspace. Merlet [27] studied the singulzir configurations of the Stewart 
platform using Grassman geometry. M a and Angeles [25] showed that the platform 
m anipulator with some special structure may have singular points over a significant 
part of workspace by investigating the Jacobian of the system. Some authors tried 
to  optimize configurations of parallel manipulators. Gosselin [9], [10] optimized a  
p lanar three degrees-of-freedom parallel m anipulator ajid a spherical three degrees- 
of-freedom parallel manipulator. Kurz and Hayward [21] optimized a spherical three 
degrees-of-freedom parallel manipulator with redundancy. However, optimization of 
the six degrees-of-freedom Stewart platform had not yet been studied systematically. 
In this research, optimization of the six degrees-of-freedom Stewart platform will 
be investigated.
In order to  optimize a mechanism it is necessary to quantitatively measure the 
performance of the mechanism. The performance measures have been discussed 
by various authors [2], [31], [39], [18], [11]. The manipulability, condition number, 
and minimum singular value have been suggested as the measures to eveduate the 
kinematic and static performance of a  mechanism. These measures have been suc­
cessfully used to optimize a three degrees-of-freedom wrist-joint mechanism [2 ], a 
planar finger mechanism [31], [39], a planar three degrees-of-freedom parallel ma­
nipulator [9], a spherical three degrees-of-freedom parallel manipulator [10], and a 
spherical three degrees-of-freedom parallel meinipulator with redundancy [21]. How­
ever, the previously used methods cannot be directly applied to optimization of a six
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
degrees-of-freedom Stewart platform due to the dimensional inhomogeneity problem 
of output space, i.e., the dimension of three positional degrees-of-freedom is length, 
bu t the dimension of three orientational degrees-of-freedom is angle. In optimizing 
serial manipulators, the dimensional inhomogeneity problem could be avoided since 
the position and orientation of end-effector can be decoupled by making the last 
three joint axes concurrent. Thus, one submechanism which is consisted of the first 
three joints, can be optimized for positional performance and the other submech­
anism which is consisted of the last three joints, can be optimized for rotational 
performance. In the case of the six degrees-of-freedom parallel m anipulator such a 
decoupling of position and orientation is, in general, impossible. In  this research, 
a  method will be presented to overcome the dimensional inhomogeneity problem. 
Then the characteristics of performance of the Stewart platform will be investigated, 
based on the new measures of the performance. Finally, an optimum configuration 
for the Stewart platform will be found.
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C hapter 2 
Perform ance M easures o f  Parallel 
M anipulators
Velocity ratio and mechanical advantage have been used as measures of the kine­
m atic and static performance for one degree-of-freedom mechanisms such as a four 
bar mechanism [6 ]. The velocity ratio is the instantaneous ratio of output velocity 
to input velocity, and the mechanical advantage is the ratio of the output force to 
the input force. Asada and Gréinlto [2] extended these concepts to  multi-degrees- 
of-freedom mechanisms. The performance measures for multi-degrees-of-freedom 
mechanisms are term ed the generalized velocity ratio and the generalized mechan­
ical advantage.
The condition number, determinant, and minimum singular vedues of the Jaco­
bian have also been suggested by several authors as measures of the local kinematic 
or static performance of a mechanism [2], [31], [39], [18], [11]. Using these measures 
the optimum design, optimum working position, and optimum posture problems of 
a  serial m anipulator have been solved [2], [9], [10], [18], [31], [39], [21]. Salisbury
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and Craig [31] have used the condition number of the transpose of the Jacobian as a 
measure of the accurate motion of the end-effector. They clcdmed th a t points in the 
workspace which minimize the condition num ber of the Jacobian are the best con­
ditioned points to  minimize error propagation from input torque to output torque. 
Yoshikawa [39] has proposed the product of singular values of the Jacobian, called 
a measure of manipulability, as the measure of how easy the change of the position 
and orientation can be arbitrarily made. He suggested th a t for serial manipulators 
to  maximize the measure of manipulability gives the optimum configuration. Klein 
and Blaho [18] suggested the minimum singular value of the Jacobian be used to 
measure kinematic performance of fine end-effector motion of a redundant serial 
m anipulator. Their work was based on the observation th a t the minimum singular 
value changes more radically near singularities than  the other singular values and it 
dominates the behavior of the condition number. Asada and Granlto [2] used both 
the condition number and the geometric average of singular values as the measure 
of the performance of a  three degrees-of-freedom wrist joint.
However, direct application of the previous works to  a  general mechanism may 
lack physical meaning. For instance, when six elements of output space consist of 
three translational and three rotational elements, the Euclidean norm of a  vector in 
the output space may lack a significant physical meaning because each set of three 
elements has different units. To overcome the dimensional inhomogeneity problem, 
Gosselin [11] modified the system equations so th a t the input and output variables
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have homogeneous dimensions. This method forces simple system equations to be 
complex system equations. Angeles [1] introduced into the Jacobian the natural 
length which is chosen to minimize the condition number of the Jacobian. But, 
Angeles did not showed why the natura l length is chosen to minimize the condition 
num ber and what physical meaning the measures based on the altered system have. 
Also, Klein and Miklos [19] defined positional, orientational and spatial isotropy for 
finding isotropic configurations of a serial robot. They did not explain the physical 
meaning of the definition. These definitions are for special cases and many more 
measures may be required to  evaluate the performance of the mechanism.
In this research, a new method is proposed in tha t the performance measures are 
separately considered in each output space with homogeneous dimension, th a t is, 
in translational velocity, rotational velocity, force, and torque space. Four numbers 
of measure are defined for translationzd velocity and force space and another four 
numbers of measure are defined for rotational velocity and torque space.
Also, the decomposition has im portant application in the design process. For 
instance, it may be necessary to  separately consider the translational performance 
and the rotational performance of a m anipulator when there may be applications 
which require good translational performance but mediocre rotational performance, 
or vice versa.
In section 2.1 the well-known norm  relation between the input and the output 
of the system will be discussed and revised to  apply to parallel m anipulators. In
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section 2 .2  it will be explained how performance measures are extracted from the 
norm relations and the exact physical meaning of each measures will be discussed. 
Then, new performance measures written in each output space with homogeneous 
dimension will be proposed in section 2.3. In section 2.4, the invariant properties 
of the new performance measures under scaling operation will be discussed.
2.1 T he R ela tion  B etw een  Input and O u tput o f  
th e  S ystem
A fully parallel m anipulator with n degrees-of-freedom is considered whose input 
variables are denoted by /,• and output variables by z,- where i =  1, • • •, n. The input 
and output variables are related by highly non-linear equations,
1 =  g(x), (2 .1 )
where 1 =  (/i, • ■ • ,/„ ) and x  =  (xi, • • • , x„).
The relation of input and output velocities can be obtained by differentiating the 
equation 2 .1
i =  J x ,  (2.2)
where J  =  ^ ,  J  € is Ccdled the Jacobian of the system and it transforms the
output velocities into the input velocities. Note that in serial robot manipulators 
the Jacobian is usually defined as a transformation of the input velocities into the 
output velocities. The one main reason tha t the inverse transform ation is used in 
dealing with parallel manipulators is that the explicit formulation of the Jacobian
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can be easily obtained. In robotic devices, the input and output velocities are 
regarded as joint velocities and end-effector velocities, respectively.
The transpose of Jacobian defines the relation between input forces f  of the 
actuators and force/torque (hereafter, called wrench) !F of end-effector as follows;
T  =  J^ f . (2.3)
The above relation can be easily verified by using the energy conservation law [37].
Also, the Jacobian relates the perturbation of the outpu t variables to that of 
the input variables
51 =  J5x, (2.4)
cind
5:F =  J^5f. (2.5)
The relationship of the magnitude of output velocities and input velocities can 
be determined by considering input velocities of constant m agnitude ||1|| =  a with 
a linear system 1 =  J x  where || • || denotes Euclidean norm. The relationship
can be characterized by finding critical values of the function h =  x ^x  subject
to constraints 1̂ 1 =  where 1 =  J x . By introducing the Lagrange multiplier, 
the problem can be reformulated; find critical extremum values of the function 
H  =  x ^ x  — A ^(x^J^Jx — of). The necessary condition th a t the function H has 
critical values is d H /d x  =  0. Thus, the necessary condition can be written as
A^J^Jx =  X . (2.6)
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This condition implies tha t the function h  has critical values when x  is the eigen­
vector of J ^ J .  Then, substituting the equation 2.6 into one of x^x , the function h
has critical values
h =  A ^x^J^Jx =  (2.7)
If  denotes an eigenvalue of J ^ J ,  tha t is, J ^ J x  =  <7 ^x, then <7  ̂ =  1/A^ and 
therefore the critical values become
A == (2 .8 )
Thus, the minimum eigenvalue and the maximum eigenvalue of J ^ J  put an upper 
bound and lower bound, respectively on magnitude of output velocities. Defining 
<7  ̂ as the maximum eigenvalue and as the minimum eigenvalue of the J ^ J ,  the 
following expressions can be obtained
i i  <  11x11 <  (2.9)
O'! O’n
 ̂-  w  -
If the Jacobian is rank-deficient, tha t is, <r„ =  0, then upper bound of output velocity 
goes to infinity. This implies tha t the manipulator gains an extra degree-of-freedom 
in output velocities along the direction of the eigenvector corresponding to the 
eigenvalue cr„. Then, it is said tha t the m anipulator has the singular configuration. 
The implication of a singular configuration for parallel m anipulator contrasts with 
th a t for serial m anipulator, since serial mzinipulators loose one-degree-of-freedom
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at singular points. It is noteworthy tha t by using a redundant manipulator the 
singular configuration can be avoided.
In order to  find eigenvalues of J ^ J  singular value decomposition can be used 
since the square roots of the eigenvalues of J ^ J  are the same as the singular values 
of J  [20]. The singular value decomposition has been a preferred method since the 
singular value decomposition is numerically stable [20]. The Jacobian J  can be 
decomposed as
J  =  U ^ V ^ ,  (2.11)





with S  = diag{cr-i, • • •, <r„) and 0 <  <r„ <  • • • < cri. i = 1 , - • • ,n  are called singular 
values. U and V  are called the left inverse and right inverse of J ,  respectively. It 
is im portant to  realize th a t the column vectors of U and V  are corresponding to 
directions of the input and output velocities at critical points, respectively.
Using a similar m ethod, it can be shown th a t the magnitude of the output forces 
is bounded, i.e.
^  Iiyii ^  ^1' (2.13)
Thus, the ratio of input forces and output wrench is bounded by maodmum singular 
values and minimum singular values. I t also can be seen from equation 2.10 th a t 
the ratio of output velocity to input velocity is bounded by their reciprocals. Also,
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the errors in position and forces are related by the relation:
From equation 2.13 and equation 2.15, the relative error in forces can be related
by
The upper bound of the above equation is the quantity which is traditionally called 
the condition num ber of a  matrix. Denoting the condition number of the Jacobian
as
cond{3) =  — , (2.17)
O'n
the equation 2.16 can be written as
,  Ilia
—  (2.18)
2.2 Perform ance M easures
The condition number, determinant, and minimum singular value of the Jacobian 
have been suggested as measures of the local kinematic or the static performance 
of a  mechanism by several authors. These performance meeisures are based on the 
norm relations 2.10, 2.13, 2.14, 2.15, and 2.16.
The maximum and minimum singular vzdues themselves may be used as perfor­
mance measures. The reciprocal of maximum and minimum singular value places
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bounds on the velocity ratio (see equation 2.10). Equation 2.13 shows th a t the 
singular values place a bound on the force ratio. Another aspect of the singular 
values is th a t they put bounds of the ratios of output error to input error in  po­
sition and force (see equations 2.14, 2.15). If the minimum singular value is large 
for a particular configuration, the velocity ratio and position error ratio have small 
upper bounds and the force ratio has a  large upper bound. This implies th a t the 
m anipulator has small end-effector velocity, accurate motion and large load capac­
ity. Near singularity, the minimum singular value will be expected to be very small. 
This implies tha t the end-effector velocity in some direction would be very large 
and the output error in the some direction would be very large and a very large 
input force would be needed to resist end-effector force in the some direction.
However, each maximum and minimum singular value provides only one side 
of the performance information of a mechanism. These cannot provide the  overall 
measure of performance of a manipulator a t a configuration except for special cases 
in which the sum of singular values are bounded. For instance, let the Jacobian 
of a  system have maximum and minimum singular values of both relatively small 
magnitude and the Jacobian of another system have a large maximum singular value 
yet a minimum singular values of the exact same value as the previous system. The 
comparison of two systems based on the minimum singular will not reflect the 
difference of the maximum singular value between both systems. Klein and  Blalio 
[18] suggested the minimum singular value of the Jacobian to measure kinematic
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performance of fine end-effector motion of the redundant serial m anipulator, based 
on the observation tha t the minimum singular value changes more radically near 
singularities than  the other singular values. This observation will be valid only for 
a  set of mechanisms with a  special structure as shown in the next chapter.
The performance measure to represent the magnitude of system was proposed 
by Yoshikawa [39], and Asada and Granlto [2]. Yoshikawa [39] defined the product 
of singular values, called manipulability measure, as the performance measure to 
represent the ease of arbitrarily changing the position and orientation of an end- 
effector. The intended application was a serial robot. The m anipulability measure 
is defined by
D  = (Ti'--(Tn, (2.19)
where are singular values of the Jacobian J  which is not necessarily a  square 
m atrix. If J  is a square m atrix, the  manipulability is the determ inant of the ma­
trix  and both terminologies will be used in the following context w ith the same 
meaning. The physical meaning of the manipulability measure can be understood 
by considering the mobility ellipsoid. The surface of an ellipsoid in n  dimensional 
space which satisfies x ^ J ^ J x  =  1 defines the image space of ou tpu t velocities by 
unit input velocities. The directions of principal axes of the eUipsoid are along the 
column vectors of the right inverse of J  and the magnitudes of principzd axes are 
the reciprocals of the singular values of J .  The ellipsoid is called the mobility ellip­
soid [2]. Yoshikawa [39] showed th a t the manipulability measure is an index of the
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volume of the mobility ellipsoid. If the direction of the unit input is arbitrary, the 
volume of the mobility ellipsoid indicates the index of m agnitude of the output vec­
tor by an arbitrary input. Thus, manipulability can be a  good measure to represent 
the expected m agnitude of the system output for an arbitrary  unit input. Also, it 
can be noted tha t the geometric average of singular values is the n-th  square roots of 
the manipulability which was proposed by Asada and Granlto [2] as a  performance
measure
Dave =  (o"l (2 .2 0 )
Thus, the manipulability can be interpreted as an index of the average magnitude of 
the output variable into which unit input variable is transformed by the Jacobian. 
From the above discussion, the following relations can be defined;
l |i |l ..  =  - P -  (2.21)
X/aue
l | f | | .  =  (2 .2 2 )
||<x ||,. =  M  (2.23)
■̂ avc
\\ST\U, =  | |g f | |D _  (2.24)
where | |x ||„ ,  ||.F||eT, |l^x||ex, and ||^.F||ex denote the expected magnitude of the 
outputs determined by inputs with arbitrary direction.
By the consequence of the above discussion the following can be stated; if the 
manipulability is large, the magnitude of the output velocity is expected to  be small. 
This also implies tha t the mechanism will have relatively large load capacity since
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small input force can resist large output force. If the manipulability is small, the 
magnitude of the output force is expected to be small, hence poor load capacity.
W hen a m atrix is singular, the determinant of the m atrix is zero. However, a 
small determinant does not necessarily imply the configuration of a manipulator is 
near a singularity, but this does imply tha t the m agnitude of the transformation is 
small. Thus, the manipulability measure could fail to identify a near-singularity 
configuration. The condition number of a m atrix  has been recommended as a 
practical measure of ill-conditioning by numerical analysts because of its accuracy 
estimates [20]. In robotics, also, a large condition number has been used as an 
indication that the configuration of a  m anipulator is near a singularity while at 
singularity the condition number goes to  the infinity.
The im portant physical interpretation of the condition number can be obtained 
by again considering the mobility ellipsoid. Since the condition number is the ratio 
of the largest to smallest singular value, the condition number is the ratio of the 
magnitudes of the shortest to  longest axis in the mobility ellipsoid. Also, rewriting 
the definition of the condition number in another m anner as
= (2.25)
CT2 0-3 (Tn
The above equation shows tha t the condition num ber is the multiplication of ratios 
of the magnitude of two principal axes closest in magnitude. When the condition 
number has a value of 1 , the magnitude of the output is the same for any direc­
tional input and the configuration has been called isotropic (Salisbury and Craig
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[31]). If the configuration of a m anipulator is near the isotropy, it has almost the 
same kinematic and static performance, tha t is, uniform performance, in all direc­
tions. As the condition number is further from the isotropic state, the performance 
of a  mechanism is less uniform. Thus, the condition number indicates the direc­
tional uniformity of the performance of a mechanism. In order for a m anipulator to 
perform uncertain tasks, the condition number should stay near the isotropic state 
within a  specified region of the workspace so tha t the uniform performance of a  ma­
nipulator can be guaranteed in the workspace. The distance from the isotropic state 
is an im portant design criteria in such a sense. Angeles [1] presented the sufficient 
conditions tha t a redundant mechanism attains isotropy at some configuration.
The determinant measure and condition number are not unique measures to rep­
resent the magnitude and uniformity of the output vector by the Jacobian transfor­
mation to the input vector. In fact, an infinite number of new measures to represent 
the magnitude and uniformity can be formulated by an appropriate combination 
of singular values such as c"* • • • cr^" where are properly chosen real num­
bers. The determinant measure is given by selecting mj =  1, i =  l,*** ,n . The 
condition number is defined by choosing m j =  1 , m„ =  —1 , and m,- =  0  for all 
i ’s except i  =  1 and i = n. However, whichever measures me designed it is im por­
tan t to realize what characteristics of a mechanism the measures represent. In this 
research, both the determinant measure and condition number will be used since 
the exact physical meaning which both measures represent cein be well established.
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It must be emphasized th a t both measures are complementary to each other: the 
condition number is an index of uniformity while in general it can not represent the 
magnitude of transform ation. The determinant (manipulability) measure is index 
of magnitude while it can not represent the uniformity of transformation.
2.3 Separation  o f  O utput Variables
Direct application of the previous works to a general mechanism may lead to  a lack 
of physical meaning. For instance, when six elements of ou tpu t space consist of 
three translational and three rotational elements, the Euclidean norm  of a vector in 
the output space may lack any significant physiczd meaning since each set of three 
elements has different units.
Due to  this problem, Asada and Granlto assumed th a t there exist weighted 
norms for the velocity vectors th a t represent velocity magnitudes [2 ].
||>|| =  ||i|| =
where I and x are the input and output velocities vectors and A  and B  are sym­
metric, positive definite weighting matrices. However, they did not discuss which 
type of weighted norms should be used.
Another way to deal with this problem is to define norms of elements with the 
same units of measure and derive the norm relation on the space with this homoge­
neous unit. The output velocity, in general, consists of translational and rotational 
velocity and the output wrench consists of pure force and torque. By using the
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Euclidean norm definition on each three dimensional space, the performance of a 
m anipulator on each three dimensional space can be derived. In design process, 
it may be necessary to  separately consider the translational performance and the 
rotational performance of a manipulator when there may be applications which re­
quire the good translational performance but the mediocre rotational performance, 
or vice versa. A parallel manipulator with six degrees-of-freedom will be considered 
to  dem onstrate this principle.
2.3.1 M apping o f Input Space
Consider the linear system of a parallel manipulator described by equations 2 .2  eind 
2.3. Assume tha t the Jacobian of the system J  € has full rank. The output 
velocity and the Jacobian can be partitioned
X  =  (v ,w ), J  — [»/i, J;],
where v  6  is the translational velocity of output, w  G R® is the rotational ve­




W hen the output wrench is partitioned as f  =  (F ,T )  and the Jacobian is 
partitioned, output force and torque are given by
_ tT
i = [J1J 2] (2.26)
F  =  J f f ,  T  =  J ^ f .  (2.27)
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The space unit input velocity in B? is defined as
5, =  {i : Hill =  1}. (2.28)
From the input space Si two subspaces with each three dimension can be extracted,
which are null spaces of two partitioned matrices and respectively
=  {1 : j|l|| =  l , w  =  0,1 =  J iv  +  J2W}, Siv C Si (2.29)
Siw =  {1 : ||i|| =  1 ,V =  0,1 =  J\V  +  Jzw}, Siw C  Si. (2.30)
The equation 2.29 means that for every 1 £ 5j„ the linear system described by
equation 2.26 does not produce any rotational velocity and for every 1 E Siv, the
linear system described by equation 2.26 does not produce any translational velocity. 
I t should be noted th a t the subspace Si^ is in general not orthogonal to the subspace 
S lv
The space of unit input force in i2® can be also described as
S , =  { f : | | f | |  =  l}. (2.31)
Three dimensional subspaces S jp  and 5 / r  of 5 /  are defined as
SfF  =  { f  : ||f |l  =  1 ,T  =  0 ,T  =  J f f } ,  (2.32)
SfT  =  { f  : | | f II =  1, F  =  0 ,F  =  J f f } .  (2.33)
Thus, every f  G 5 / ^  does not generate any output torque and every f  E SfT  does not
generate any output force. Note tha t the subspace S fp  is in general not orthogonal
to  the subspace SfT-
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When the above sets of input velocity and force are mapped by equation 2.26 
and 2.27 the characteristics of the mapping can be well described by the eigenvalues 
f i f ,  7 ?, <7?, and a j ,  i =  1 ,2 ,3  of matrices J ^ J i ,  J 2, and JV„, respectively 
where
N , = N ,  € (2.34)
J 2, e  (2.35)
where and are projection matrices on the null space of J i  and J 2, respectively, 
and defined as
P,^ = I -  J i ( J 7 '^ i) -V f ,  P ^ = I - J 2( J f J 2) - V f .  (2.36)
The eigenvalues define the eight ellipsoids to contain output velocity and output 
force determined by the mapping as follows;
Ova = {v : X ) ^  0^ 0 = {v : X ) = 1}, (2.37)
«•=1 i=l
0 „a  =  {w : ^  =  {w : =  1}, (2.38)
1 = 1  1 = 1
Op6 = { F ; è § < l } ,  Op. = { F ; f ; § = l } ,  (2.39)
i=l Pi i=l ̂ i
O t i  =  { T  : X ^  1}» O t< x  =  { T  : X =  !} •  (2.40)
i=i 7i i=i “ i
The realizable translational velocity v , using unit input 1 E ■S'j, is bounded within the
ellipsoid with principal axes whose the magnitudes are reciprocal of <r;, i =  1 ,2 ,3
and the realizable translational velocity v , using unit input 1 which does not produce
rotationzd velocity w  (1 E Si„) is on the surface of the ellipsoid with principal axes
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whose magnitudes are reciprocal of /3,-, i  =  1 ,2 ,3 . The above statem ent can be 
shortened as follows;
V E Ova for ail i 6  5";, v 6  Ovp for all Î E (2.41)
Using the short-hand expression, the following can be stated  for the rotational 
velocity space;
w  E Owe for all i E 5"i, w  E Ow^ for all 1 E Siw  (2.42)
Also, the output force F  produced by unit input f  E 5 /  is bounded within the 
ellipsoid with principal axes whose magnitudes are /3{, i  =  1 ,2 ,3 . Further, when 
unit input f  E 5/ir is applied which does not produce an output torque T , the 
output force F  is on the surface of the ellipsoid whose principal axes have length 
ai, i =  1 ,2 ,3 . Shortly stated,
F  E Op0  for all f  E <9/, F  E Ofcr for all f  E Sfp .  (2.43)
For output torque space, it can be stated as follows;
T  E ÛTy for all f  E 5 /, T  E Oxa for all f  E 5 /r -  (2.44)
(P ro o f)  First part of the equation 2.41 will be verified. Statements for 
only translational velocity and output force will be verified since the verification 
for rotational velocity and output torque can be easily done due to symmetry in 
structure of the above equation.
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From equation 2.26, the solution for the output velocity can be obtained by
=  J - ^ l  (2.45)
V
w





Qi € and  Q f  G can be w ritten in term s of Ji and Jg (see Appendix 
A .l for derivation)
QÏ = e  (2.47)
Qi =  G >3X6 (2.48)
Using the  Qi and Qg, the translational velocity v  and rotational velocity w  can 
be w ritten as
V =  Q fi,  w  =  Q fi.  (2.49)
Using the  singular value decomposition, Q f  can be decomposed as
(2.50)
where V  and U are 3 x 3  and 6 x 6  orthogonal matrices, respectively, and A =  
diog(Ai,Ag, A3 ) and 0 is 3 x 3 zero m atrix. Then equation 2.49 can be w ritten
V  =  y [ A 0 ] i 7 ^ i , (2.51)
Multiplying by A yields
(2.52)
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where f/j is a 6  X 3 m atrix composed of first three column of the m atrix  U. From 
the above equation, the following equation can be obtained
< F i  =  i .  (2.53)
By the change of basis v  =  F v , the equation 2.53 becomes
v ''A -:v  =  g  +  g  +  g < l .  (2.54)
A i  A 3  A 3
The singular values of are equzd to  square roots of eigenvalues of Q iQ i  and 
Q^Qi =  N~^. The eigenvalues of Q iQ i  are reciprocals of those of Thus 
A; =  1/cT;. The equation 2.54 can be written
<  1. (2.55)
The above equation shows tha t the translational velocity is bounded by the ellipsoid 
whose principal axes have the length l / c , .
The equality holds when 1 is one of the first three column vectors of the right 
inverse U, or 1 is the eigenvector associated with nonzero eigenvalue of the m atrix 
Q iQ f.  The principal directions of the ellipsoid are the colunm vectors of left inverse 
F ,  or eigenvector of JV„.
When V has extreme value, th a t is ||v || =  l/o-;, rotational velocity w  generated 
by the input is not generally equal to zero. It is interesting to  know w hat the
rotational velocity w  is at the extreme point. When v  is a t the extrem e point the
input velocity is the eigenvector 1 of Q iQ f  corresponding to the nonzero eigenvalues
Q iQ fi =  ^ l ,  i =  1 ,2 ,3 . (2.56)
1
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Multiplying at both sides of the equation 2.56,
=  - Q l i .  (2 .5 7 )
Substituting equation 2.49 into the above equation yields
1
Ç^ÇiV =  -%w. (2.58)
c.-
Using the identity Q2 Q1 =  - { J 2 J 2)
-  ( J f  J 2)-V JJai\r-V (T? =  w , (2.59)
cind noting N~^\<rf =  v , the following equation can be obtained for the output 
rotational velocity in terms of the output translational velocity v  at the extreme 
point;
w  =  - ( J f  J 2)"V ^JiV . (2.60)
Using similar arguments, the translational velocity v  when w  is a t the extreme 
points is given by
V =  - ( J f  J i ) " ^ j f  J 2W. (2.61)
The second part of the equation 2.41 can also be easily verified. Let 1 G 5/„ (unit 
input velocity to give w  =  0). Then, equation 2.26 yields
i =  JiV. (2.62)
Thus, J iv  =  F I  =  1 . Since J i J i  is a  symmetric and positive definite m atrix, 
the m atrix can be a diagonal m atrix with having the eigenvalues, =  1 , 2 , 3  as
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the diagonal term s by a  proper change of basis. Thus equation 2.62 can be reduced 
to
The first part of the equation 2.43 will be verified. For a given input f  6  5 /, 
the ou tpu t force F  =  f  from equation 2.27. As previously shown, using singular 
decomposition of J\ such that =  F[A  0 \U ^ , yields
A - i y r j ,  ^  jjT^
where V  G and U =  [J7i G where U^Uz  G are orthogonal
m atrices, respectively, and A =  diag{j3x,^2,03) and 0  is 3 x 3 zero matrix. From 
the above equation, the following equation can be obtained
FT y/3- 2y T p  ^  <  \T\ = J. (2.63)
By the change of basis F  =  F F , the above equation becomes
=  1  +  1 + 1  S I .  (2.64)
Thus, F  G Of fi.
It will be verified th a t the output force F  for a given unit input f  which does 
not produce output torque T  is bounded by the ellipsoid whose principal axes have 
length <Ti, i =  1 ,2 ,3 . Using the inverse m atrix  of Jacobian given by equation 2.46 
the following equation can be written
’’ F
f — [Qi Qi\ (2.65)
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For f  G SfF, the equation 2.65 becomes
f  =  Q iF  (2 .6 6 )
and
| | f f  =  F=^QfQ:F =  l .  (2.67)
Using the identity Q fQ i = N~^ and proper change of basis, it can be shown that 
equation 2.67 becomes
It is easy to show th a t the eigenvalues /3i, i =  1 ,2 ,3  of m atrix J ^ J i  are the 
length of principal axes of which the ellipsoid bounds the output force for a  given 
unit input. From equation 2.27,
||F||^ =  f ^ J i J f f .  (2.68)
When f  is the eigenvector associated with eigenvalues ||F || =  /3i. Thus, /3; are 
the length of principal axes.
2.3.2 Performance M easures o f  Parallel R obots
In order to clearly understand the role of the previously defined eigenvalues, the 
inverse mapping of output space will be investigated. In the following discussion, 
only the translational velocity and the output force space will be considered since 
the results in the each space are valid for the rotational velocity and output torque 
space by replacing the eigenvalues in the corresponding matrices.
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The investigation starts with the question: when a parallel mzmipulator needs to 
move to an cirbitrary direction with unit translational velocity ||v || =  1 , how much 
input velocity is required? From equation 2.49, the following can be obtained
=  v ^v  =  1
By proper change of basis, the  above equation can be w ritten in  the following form
4  +  -% +  -% +  01̂  +  0̂ 5 +  0̂ 6 =  1- (2.69)O’! CTj C3
From this equation, it can be shown tha t the input velocity set is not a  bounded 
set. Only in the eigenspace corresponding to nonzero eigenvalues of Q iQ t  is the 
input velocity a bounded set. Thus, each eigenvalue represents the  minimum in­
put required to force a  unit velocity. W hen the input velocity is in the minimum 
eigenvalue direction, the corresponding translational velocity is accompanied by a 
certain amount of rotational velocity unless J 2 = 0. In other word, the least 
input velocity can be achieved only with an accompanying rotational velocity un­
less J 1 J 2 =  0. Indeed, as shown at the equation 2.60 in  the previous section, the 
accompanying rotational velocity C c in  be represented in term s of the translational 
velocity. Thus, the rotational velocity may not be controllable. From the point of 
view of controlling the translational velocity of the mechanism, description of the 
minimum input with the accompanying rotational velocity could be meaningless 
since the accompanying velocity may be undesirable.
Therefore, it follows: what is the limit in the input to obtain the translational 
velocity with ||v|| =  1 w ithout rotational velocity, i.e., w  =  0? The answer follows
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from the substitution w  =  0  into equation 2.26, then the equation reduces to 
JiV =  1. Thus, r  1 =  v ^ J^ J iV . From this equation, it can be easily shown tha t the 
critical values of the input are given as follows
l|i|| = A,
where =  1 ,2 ,3  are the eigenvalues of J j J \ .  It can be seen that the largest 
eigenvalue is the maximum input magnitude among all inputs which will not any 
produce translational velocity. Also, the smallest eigenvalue is the minimum input 
required. From this observation, the eigenvalues Pi are more meaningful indices to 
describe the characteristics of input space.
Since /?; >  cr̂ , in general, more input m agnitude is required to obtain the output 
translational velocity without causing any rotational velocity than with allowing 
some rotational velocity. For example, let c; relatively small and Pi relatively large. 
Since is small, the mechanism could move relatively fast to some direction, but 
since Pi is large, if the mechanism is constrained by some physical constraints or 
required to  move with no rotational velocity, the mechanism will move slowly. Thus, 
it may be said th a t P describes the characteristics of the controlled system and <r 
describes the characteristics of the uncontrolled system.
On the other hand, the significant physical meaning of the eigenvalues <r can be 
obtcdned by noting th a t the eigenvalues put bounds on the translational velocity by 
some unit input with an arbitrary direction (see equation 2.41). The error in input
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axe related to the output error by the relation
s i = [ J i J 2] (S x '^ ,s e ^ f .
If it is assumed th a t the error in input is random, the error in the output can be
described by the eigenvalue <r. Thus, it may be said th a t a  determines the precision
in  translational motion of the system.
The same discussion can be applied to the output force. When unit external 
force is applied, how much counteracting input is required? This question is directly 
related to the force load capacity of the mechanism. From the relation J i  J ^ f  =  1, 
it can be easily shown tha t input force space counteracting to such a external force 
can be described by the following equation
§  + ê  + ê  + « f !  + o f i  + o f !  = i .  (2.70)
H I  H 2  H z
It can be noted from the above equation tha t the minimum input force required for 
system to  be equilibrium is determined by the eigenvalues. On the other hand, in 
order for the system to be in equilibrium with an external force, a certain amount 
of torque is need unless, J ^ J i  =  0. Thus, it is physically meaningful to answer the 
question: when an unit external force is applied without any external torque, how 
much counteracting input is required? From equation 2.65, f  =  Ç iF  and thus it 
can be easily shown tha t the critical values of the input are given zis follows
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where o-?,z =  1,2 ,3  are the eigenvalues of the m atrix N„. I t can be seen th a t the 
smaller eigenvalue determines the maximum magnitude of the input force which 
does not produce output torque. Also, the largest eigenvalue is the minimum input 
force required for equilibrium. From this observation, the  eigenvalues <7,- are more 
meaningful indices to describe the characteristics of force input space.
Similar to  the discussion about the translational velocity, the eigenvalue /3 de­
scribes the characteristics of output force error caused by random  input force error. 
As described a t the equation 2.5 the relationship of error in force is given as
6F  =  jT ^f. (2.71)
Thus, the output force error is bounded by the ellipsoid with principal axis which 
have the eigenvalue /?, shown at equation 2.43. The above discussion for the trans­
lational velocity and output force space is summarized a t the table 2.1. The results 
for the rotational velocity and output torque space is summarized a t the table 2 .2 .
If two set of eigenvalues /S of two systems have similar values and the other two 
sets of eigenvalues a  have the big difference, the system with closer f3 and <r might 
be the better mechanism since the mechanism is less prone to  the translational error 
and better load capacity even though both mechanisms have the similar character­
istics for translational movement and force error. Also, if there are two systems 
with the simileir cr eigenvalues and dissimilar /? eigenvalues, the system with closer 
/? and <T might be the better mechanism since the mechanism is less prone to  the 
force error and has relatively fast movement even though both mechanisms have
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Table 2.1: The physical meaning of the eigenvalues f3 and a
A
||i|| =  A  for ||v || =  l , | |w || =  0 ||5x|| =  l/cTf for ||61|| =  1
i i m = A f o r  iimi =  1 | | f | |= l M f o r | |F | |  =  l , | |T | |  =  0
Table 2.2: The physical meaning of the eigenvalues 7  and a
l i «i
||i|| =  7 ; for ||v|| =  0 ,||w || =  1 II501I =  1 /a.- for \\6l\\ =  1
ll^TlI =  7 i for p f ll  =  1 | | f | | = l / a i f o r  | | F | | = 0 , | | T | | = 1
the similar characteristics for load capacity and positional error.
As shown above, the subspace of translational velocity and output force can 
be described by two set of singular values (or eigenvalues) <r,- and /3,-. Thus the 
performance measures for translational velocity and output force may be defined 
using the determ inant and condition number to characterize the magnitude and 
shape of the each subspaces
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Note th a t
D ,  < Dp,  (2 .7 6 )
which can be verified as follows; Si„ C Si (see equation 2.29) and thus O^p <
(see equation 2.37). Thus D„ <  Dp. The equality holds if =  0. It can be 
easily shown tha t if =  0, from the equation 2.34 J ^ J \  =  N„.
Similarly, the subspace of rotational velocity and output torque can be described 
by two set of singular values (or eigenvalues) a,- and 7 .̂ Thus, the performance 
measures for these subspaces can be defined using the determ inant and condition 
num ber to chziracterize the magnitude and shape of the each subspaces
Da = aia2«3, (2.77)
Ca =  — , (2.78)
“ 3
Dy =  7 1 7 2 7 3 , (2.79)
C., =  (2.80)
7 3
Note th a t
Da < D.,, (2.81)
which can be verified aa follows; S'lu, C Si (see equation 2.30) and thus
(see equation 2.38). Thus Da <  D^. The equality holds if 1^12 = 0 and it can be
easily shown tha t if J 2 =  0, from the equation 2.35 J2 J 2 =
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2.4 Invariant P rop erties U nder Scaling O pera­
tions
The invariant property of the Jacobian under scaling operation is im portant when 
one attem pts to find the optimum design of a mechanism. In  the design process 
the geometric or kinematic param eters are unknown while range of some param­
eters may be given. Thus it is often convenient to work with normalized design 
parameters. After finding a design to satisfy some performance measures, the de­
sign parameters may be scaled so tha t a mechanism has an appropriate physical 
size. If the performance measure is non-invariant under such a scaling operation, 
the performance of the resulting mechanism will be different from the intended 
performance.
When each element of input has the same unit (physically this means that a 
mechanism has the same type of actuators), two submatrices J j and of the Jaco­
bian have different dimensions. Most of robot manipulators commercially available 
have a structure such th a t each column or row of the Jacobian are line coordinates 
of the joints. The three elements of the coordinates correspond to the direction 
of each joint and are dimensionless. The other three elements correspond to the 
moment of the line passing through the joint and have length unit. The Jacobian is 
partitioned into two submatrices so th a t each submatrices has homogeneous units. 
Consequently the two submatrices have different invariant properties.
Assume tha t a  system is described by equation 2 .2  where the rows of J i consist 
of the direction vector of each joints, and the rows of consist of the moment
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vector. W hen this mechanism is scaled to the ratio s, the directions of the joints
remain the same while the moments will be seeded to the ratio s. The new Jacobian
j ‘ of the scaled system becomes
=  (2.82)
If the determ inant measure and condition number of new system j '  are evaluated, 
they have different values than the previous system J  and the characteristics of 
the difference cannot be predicted (in this section, superscript ’ is used in order 
to denote values of the new system). However, if the new method proposed in 
section 2.3 is used, this problem can be overcome. The partitioned matrices j[ , J j 
of new system have relations with the previous system as follow
Ji =  J i, Jg =  sJg. (2.83)
From the above definition and equations 2.34, 2.35, the following relations can be
obtained
j ;  =  J i ,  j f j ;  =  s V fJ z , (2.84)
N l = N ,, N i  = s^N ^.
Thus, the relations of eigenvalues between the two systems become
P i =  A ,  7 i  =  •sTn (2 -8 5 )
cr- =  (Xi, a -  =  s a i .
where cr?, p f,  a?, and 7 ? are eigenvalues of and 7^7%, respectively.
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Thus, it can be easily seen tha t condition numbers Cp, C^, Ca, and Ca defined by 
equations 2.75, 2.80, 2.73, 2.78, respectively are invariant under scaling operation. 
Also, determ inant measures Dp and Dg are invariant under scaling operation (see 
definitions 2.74, 2.72). However, determ inant measures D^ and Da defined by 
equations 2 .7 9 , 2 .7 7 , respectively are not invariant bu t the change of the determinant 
measure by scaling operation can be well predicted by
D \ =  s^D^, =  s^Da (2 .8 6 )
The above relation gives an indication tha t a mechanism twice the size of another 
mechanism will have eight times the better torque capacity if the two mechanisms 
have similar shape.
Most of the new measures introduced in section 2.3 will have the invariant 
properties and for two determinant measures, D~, and Da the effects of scaling 
operation can be clearly characterized. These are some of the advantages one enjoys 
when investigating partitioned spaces.
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C hapter 3 
O ptim al D esign  o f  a Stewart 
P latform
Performance measures have been used as criteria for optimization problems such as 
optimal working point, optimal posture, and optimal design problems [2], [9], [10], 
[18], [31], [39]. If the workpiece can be located at any point within the  workspace, 
it is desirable to locate the workpiece at the working point where the m anipulator 
heis the  best performance measures, i.e. the “optimal working point” . The optimal 
working point problem is then to find the location and orientation of the end-effector 
within the workspace which possesses the best performance measures.
The optim al posture problem arises when the degrees-of-freedom of a  m anipu­
lator are strictly larger them the degrees-of-freedom required to perform tasks. Due 
to  the redundancy in joint vziriable for this case, there are an infinite num ber of 
solutions for joint variables which provide the end-effector position and orientation 
suitable for performing tasks. The kinematic and static performance can be im­
proved by selecting the optimal solution with the best performance measure from
40
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these possible solutions. A seven degree-of-freedom m anipulator would be always 
subjected to  the optimal posture problem because the usual specification of end- 
effector position and orientation requires only six degrees-of-freedom. W hen a six 
degree-of-freedom robot is used in a variety of tasks including spot welding, arc 
welding, spray painting etc., the optimal posture problem can be addressed.
In the optimal design problem, the vmiables to be optimized are usually the 
geometric param eters such as the link length ratios and twist angles for serial ma­
nipulators and the location of articulation points for parallel manipulators. If the 
tasks to be performed are specified in the design stage, the variables can be op­
timized over the set of tasks. However, a manipulator, in general, is expected to 
perform various tasks rather than a specific task. Thus, it is required to evaluate 
the overall performance of a manipulator over some bounded workspace. Asada 
and Granlto [2] used the integral of the performance measure over the workspace as 
a  global performance index. Gosselin [9] used the global conditioning index which 
was integrated over the workspace and normalized by the volume of the workspace.
In this chapter, the optimal design problem of a  Stewart platform will be studied. 
The Stewart platform  was originally designed as an aircraft simulator by Stewart in 
1965 [33]. The Stewart platform is constructed by connecting the ends of six serial 
spherical-prismatic-spherical subchains to  a moving platform on one side of the 
chain and and a  fixed base at the other (see Figure 3.1). The platform ’s motion for 
this study is controlled by parallel actuation of the six active prismatic inputs. The
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Stewart platform has been considered an alternative robot manipulator to the serial 
robot m anipulator [15], [16]. The Stewart platform  has been successfully applied 
in many applications as mechanized assembly, micromanipulators [14], force-torque 
and position-orientation sensors [17], and an excavation machine [4].
Parallel manipulators could be ideal devices for applications where high position 
accuracy of the end-effector and large load capacity are primary concerns and the 
demand on workspace volume is low. The most im portant advantages of a paral­
lel m anipulator are that it can perform accurate motions and it has a large load 
capacity. Thus, the accuracy and load capacity must be the primary concerns of 
performance of a parallel manipulator. As shown in sections 2.2 and 2.3, the accu­
racy and load capacity of a  parallel m anipulator is optimal when the determinant 
measures are mzodmized. Also, a manipulator does not have, in general, a pre­
ferred operation direction since it is expected to perform various tasks rather than 
a  specific task. Thus, for the directional uniformity of performance, the condition 
number is needed to  be as close to one as possible.
3.1 K in em atic  E quations o f  th e  Stew art P latform
The Stewart platform consists of two plates connected by six articulated legs. One 
of the plates is called the base and the other is called the platform. Each leg is 
usually connected to the base and the platform by a spherical joint at one end and 
a universal joint a t the other end although two spherical joints are sometimes used. 
The prismatic joints located between two articulation points of each leg are the
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active actuators. Thus, the platform of this mechanism has six degree-of-fireedom. 
If two spherical joints are used in the link articulation of each leg, each leg has one 
passive degree-of-freedom which does not effect the  overall kinematic behavior of 
the mechajiism.
Each articulation point a t the base is labeled by B{, i =  1 ,2,- - , 6  (see Fig­
ure 3.1). Each point of joints at the platform is labeled by P^, i =  1 ,2 ,--- , 6  
and the position is denoted by a vector p^, i = 1 , 2 , - - - , 6  when referenced to the 
platform-fixed coordinates frame. The origin of the platform-fixed coordinate frame 
relative to  the base-fixed coordinates frame is described by a  vector o. The rotation
m atrix relating a  vector in the platform-fixed coordinates to a vector in the base-
fixed coordinates frame is denoted by R. Then, the position of the point p  from 
the origin of the base-fixed coordinate frame can be written by
P j =  Rpi 4- o. (3.1)
The leg vector 1, of the line PiBi directed from the point B{ to  the point p  are 
given by
li =  P i — Bi =  P p i -t- o — Bi. (3.2)
The length of each leg li can be obtained as follows
l\ — li • li- (3.3)
The set of the above six equations describes the relation between the joint variables 
(leg length in this mechanism) and end-effector variables (here, position of the
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origin and direction of the platform-fixed coordinates frame). The inverse kinematic 
problem, which with given end-effector variables finds the joint variables is very 
straightforward. The solution is the simple equation 3.3. However, the forward 
kinematic problem is very difficult where for given joint variables one finds the end- 
effector Vciriables. This situation is opposite to th a t of a  serial m anipulator (see 
for more detail [37]). The forward kinematic problem of parallel robots has been 
extensively studied by several authors [30], [40], [12], [26].
Griffis and Duffy [12] conducted a study on the closed-form forwaird position 
analysis of the octzihedron Stewart platform. The octahedron’s six legs meet in a 
pair-wise fashion at three points in the top and base platforms. Grifiis and Duffy 
[1 2 ] showed tha t the forward kinematics of this m anipulator can be reduced to a 
sixteen degree polynomizJ and the assembly mode of this m anipulator can be up to 
sixteen. Nauna, Waldron and M urthy [30] presented the direct kinematic solution 
of the case in which the six limbs form three concurrent pairs at either the base or 
the top platforms. Zhang and Song [40] discussed geometries of parallel platforms 
with closed-form solution especially when five end points at the platform  or at the 
base are on the same line through space. Merlet [26] showed th a t the mechanism 
with an arbitrary hexagon bzise and platform has up to 352 solutions.
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Figure 3.1: The Stewart platform
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3.2 Instantaneous K in em atics o f  th e  Stew art P la t­
form
Differentiating the equation 3.3 and arranging the terms, the velocity of each leg 
becomes
 ̂ "  1 , 2 , . . . , 6 . (3.4)
The velocity vector 1; of each leg is given by
L =  V +  w X Pi (3.5)
where v  =  6  is the linear velocity of the platform origin, and w is the angular 
velocity of the platform. The position vector of each platform articulation point 
referenced in the coordinate frame is pi =  J?pî which is located at the origin of 
platform-fixed coordinate frame and has the same direction as the base coordinates 
frame.
Denoting the unit vector of leg vectors as 6i =  |jj^, i =  1,2, •••,6,  equation 3.4 
becomes
i{ = e,- • i,- (3.6)
Substituting equation 3.5 into equation 3.6 and rezirranging by using the identity 
of the vector triple product yields
/{ =  Ci • V -1- Pi X e,- • w i =  1,2, • • •, 6 . (3.7)
From the six equations 3.7, the linear system equation to transform the end-effector
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velocity into the joint velocity can be obtained [25] ;
1 = Jx ( 3 j )
where 1 =  [/i, • • •, Zg]̂  is the leg velocity, x  =  [v^,w^]^ the end-effector velocity, and 
J  is the Jacobian m atrix of the system.
e f  ( p i  X e i f
J  = (3.9)
Gg (P6 X eg)^
Note that each row of the Jacobian J  is the line coordinates of each leg. Note also 
th a t the Jacobian of the Stewart platform is the inverse Jacobian in the sense of 
serial manipulator since the Jacobian of a serial manipulator transforms the joint 
velocity into the end-effector velocity.
The Jacobian also defines the relation between the input forces f  of the actuators 
and wrench T  of the end-effector as follows.
= J f f . (3.10)
The above relation can be easily verified by using the energy conservative law [37].
3.3 S im plification  o f  th e  O ptim al D esig n  P rob ­
lem
The optimization problem to determine the twelve articulation points in both the 
base and platform yields 36 design variables. Optimization on the 36 variables would 
be very cumbersome if not impossible. For efficient optimization it is necessary to
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reduce the num ber of design variables. Also, it is preferred th a t the mechanism 
have a simple structure for the consideration of construction cost, so by arranging 
the articulation points in planes the num ber of design variables becomes 24. A 
symmetric structure would be preferred [9] since the m anipulator is expected to 
perform various tasks rather than a specific task and there are, in general, no 
preferred operating directions of the platform. Additionally, symmetric structure 
enable the  kinematic equations to have a  simple structure.
By the  consideration of the symmetry, the six points of the articulation in the 
base and the platform  may be arranged in each vertex of a semi-regular hexagon 
as shown in Figure 3.2. This construction yields four design variables which are 
two radii of circles circumscribing semi-regular hexagons and two half-angles of 
semi-regular hexagons. By normcdizing the variables by the base radius, the design 
variables can be reduced to three variables, th a t is, the radius of semi-regular p la t­
form hexagon r ,  the half-angle <f> of base semi-regular hexagon and the half-angle a  
of base semi-regular hexagon platform.
The radius of circumscribing circle of the base semi-regular hexagon is set equal 
to  one. Then each articulation point in the base can be w ritten as follows,
B i =  (c(^), s{4>), 0 ), Bz =  {c{(f -  <f>), s{<p -  <f>), 0 )
Bs =  (c(v?+ +  <^),0 ), B 4 =  ( c ( - y  -  <̂ ), s ( - y  -  ^ ), 0 ) (3-H)
Bs =  {c{-(p -f- (f>), s{-ip  -I- <f>), 0 ), Be =  ( c ( -^ ) ,  s ( - ^ ) ,  0 )
where (æ,y, 2 ) denotes z ,y , and z  elements of each vector referenced in the base
coordinates frame and c(.) =  cos(.), s(.) =  sin{.) and (p = 2 /Ztt.
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Each articulation point in the platform  can be w ritten as follows;
Pi =  r(c(a),s(o :),0 ), p '2 =  r(c(y> -  a ) ,s ( ^  -  a ) ,0 )
P3 =  r(c(y  +  a ) , s (y  +  oc), 0), p^ =  r(c(-y> -  a ) , s{-(p  -  a ), 0) 
Pb =  r{c{-<p +  a ) ,  s ( - y  +  a ) , 0), Pg =  r ( c ( - a ) ,  s ( - a ) ,  0)
(3.12)
3 .4  C haracteristics at th e  H om e C onfiguration
The characteristics of the platform will be considered when the platform is at the 
home configurations. The set of home configurations is defined as those configura­
tions satisfying the condition that the rotation m atrix describing the orientation of 
the platform R  = I  and  o =  (0,0, h). W hen the Jacobian J  given by equation 3.9 
is partitioned such th a t
(3.13)J l =
' e f '
, J 2 —
(Pi X ei)^
. 4 . (Pe X eg)^
J i J i, J 2 J 2 , and J1 J 2 can be w ritten in terms of e,- and pi
>•=1
t= l





Noting the symmetry of the mechemism structure, the base and platform articulation
points B i, Pi can be w ritten in term s of B i and p i, respectively, as 
B2 = R^{(f)RfBi, Bs = Æ (̂yi)Bi, B4 = R^{-(p)RfBi 
B5 = JZz(—y)Bi, Bg — Rf Bi
(3.17)








Figure 3.2: (a) The semi-regular hexagon base with half-angle (j> on the unit circle, 
(b) The semi-regular hexagon platform with half-angle a  on the circle of the radius 
r.
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P2 =  iZî(y?)i2/Pi, Pa = -Rz(v’)Pi, Vi = Rz{-^)R}Vi
Ps =  ^z(-V ’)Pi> P6 =  -R/Pi
where Rz{<p),ip =  2 /3n  is a m atrix describing rotation 6  about the z axis and
R f = diag{\, —1 , 1 ) reflection operator about y  axis.
Using equation 3.2, it can be shown tha t at this position all the legs have the same 
length I
I =  \J{rca — c<j>Y +  ( rsa  — s<f>Y +  — 2 c(a — ^ )r  +  1  +  (3.19)
Thus, the unit leg direction vectors e; can be written in term s of ej as
02  =  i 2z(^)-R/ei, e3 =  i 2-(^)ei, 6 4  = i 2^ ( - 0 )iZ/ei (3 2 0 )
cs =  -Rz(-^)ei, eg =  iZ/Ci
where z ,y , z  elements (e*, Cj,, e^) of the directional vector ei can be explicitly written 
in  terms of design variables r, a  and height h as
rca — c<f> rsa  — s<j> h
Cj. — J , Cy — - , Cz — y ,  (3.21)
Substituting equation 3.20 into equation 3.14 zmd arranging the terms, it can 
be easily shown tha t the m atrix J\ is a  diagonal m atrix
(3.22)
Substituting equation 3.18 and equation 3.20 into equation 3.15 yields
=  (3.23)
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Similarly, J ^ J 2 can be w ritten as
j f  J 2 =
n  —3rh(r-eoa(cc-<fi)) n
-3r/»(r-eoa(g-(^)) q q
7 ?
(3 .2 4 )
0 0 0 
And finally, substitution of equations 3.22, 3.23, and 3.24 into equations 2.34 and
2.35 gives the explicit expression of and Ny,
(3.25)
f  Zr^h^sin^{a -  (f>) Zr^h^sin^{a — <f>) 6r^sin^{a — (f>)\ .
P ( P - h ^ )  ' r ( P - h ’ ) ■’--------? ------- j
From equations 3.23, 3.25 and 3.26 it can be seen that the elements of matrices 
are function o ia  — (j}. Thus the two half-angles can be replaced by a single variable 
without affecting the system. The difference of the two half-angles will be defined
as
Ip = (X — (f> (3.27)
3.4.1 Singular Configurations
It is im portant to identify the singular configuration a t the home configuration. It is 
obviously undesirable th a t the platform  has the singular configuration a t the home 
configuration since the home position is at the very center of the workspace. If the 
platform has a singular point at the home position it would be unstable and gain 
an extra degree-of-freedom. The problem is to identify configurations such tha t the 
determinant of the Jacobian is zero. The platform will have a singular configuration 
whenever any one of determinants of the matrices 3.22, 3.23, 3.25 and 3.26 is zero.
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Using equation 3.21, it can be easily found tha t
d e t(J^ J l)  =  0 when h =  0, or r  =  1 and t/} = a  — (f> = ±nnr, 2m  =  0,1, • • •.
(3.28)
Similar results can be obtained as follows,
det( J ^  J 2 ) =  0 when h = 0, or r  =  0, or = a  —<f> =  ±n7r, n =  0,1, • • •, (3.29)
det(JVu) =  0 when h = 0, or tp = a  — <f> = ± m r ,n  = 0 , 1 , - ,  (3.30)
det(Æu,) =  0 when h =  0, or -ip = a  — (f> = ± n ir ,n  = 0 , 1 , - ,  (3.31)
From the above discussion, the condition of singularity at home configuration can 
be obtained
d e t(J^ J )  =  0 when h = 0, or r  =  0, ox ip = a  — <j> =  ±n7r, n =  0,1, • • •. (3.32)
Condition ip = a —<p =  ±n7r,n =  0,1, • • • with <p =  tt/6  implies th a t the platform  and 
the base are regular hexagons. The figure 3.3 illustrates the  articulation points of 
the platform at singularity. Ma and Angeles [25] stated th a t if regular hexagons are 
used in both the base and the platform, the Jacobian of the m anipulator is singular 
over all workspace. However, only when the cirticulation points are arranged as 
shown the Figure 3.3, the platform has the singular structure. Figure 3.4 shows the 
case tha t the platform is regular hexagon, but it does not have singular structure.
The more precise description of the singular configuration can be obtained by 
expressing terms of the equations 3.22, 3.23, 3.25 and 3.26 with the geometrically
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(a) when a =30, $ = 30
B i
Bi
(b) when a =210 or -150, $ = 30
Figure 3.3: Top view: the articulation points of the base and platform at singularity
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B:
(a )w hena= 90 , <f = 30
El
B:
(b) when a  = -90, * = 30
B:
Figure 3,4: Top view: the articulation points of the base and platform  at 
non-singularity with a  reguleir hexagon platform
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meaningful terms. Consider the line passing through origins of the base and plat­
form and the line which is passing through two points Bi and p;. It can be easily 
shown that the angle 6 between these two lines is given by
cos^B = — , =  — —— , (3.33)
and the shortest distance d between the two lines is described by
(3.34)
Substituting equations 3.33 and 3.34 into equations 3.22, 3.23, 3.25, and 3.26 
yields expressions to give easy physical interpretation of terms
J i J i  =  diag{3siv}6,3si'n}0,6cos^6) (3.35)
J 2 J2 = diag{3cos^6r^,3cos^6r^ ,6sin^6d^) (3.36)
d^ cP
N„ = diag{ZsiTp6—-,ZsiTp6— ,6cos^6) (3.37)
r r
=  diag{Zcos^6,Zcos^0,6siTpO)d^ (3.38)
From the above equations, it can be seen that when the two lines are in the same 
plane (thus intersect each other), the manipulator has the singular configuration.
3.4.2 Performance Measures at the H om e Configuration
As shown previously all the matrices at the home configuration become diagonal 
matrices. It is very remarkable and convenient characteristics of the  current struc­
ture. The explicit expressions 3.22, 3.23, 3.22, 3.25 and 3.26 provide valuable tools
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to  analyze the characteristics of the platform at the home configuration. Since all 
matrices are diagonal, explicit formula of determinants and condition numbers can 
be easily obtained. The explicit formula provide insights which may not be obtained 
by numerical analysis. The determ inant measures and condition number which are 
defined in section 2.3 are explicitly w ritten as
(...I
D . =  (3.41)
M ax(|sfn(g 
'  M in(|sm (a — 4>)\,y/2h) ’
(3.43)
M a x ( /t ,\ /^ [ s m (a -^ ) |)
 ̂ Min(A, \/2 lsm (a  — < )̂|) ’
_  z V 6 r^\sin^{a -  <f>)\ĥ
=  (3.46)
3.5 O ptim al D esign  at th e H om e C onfiguration
The optim um  designs will be considered when the platform  is at the home configura­
tion. The home configuration is the center of the workspace of the platform. Thus, 
if the performance at the home configuration is bad, one should remember tha t good 
performance cannot be expected at the other configurations. The prim ary concerns
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of this m anipulator are high position accuracy and large load capacity while the 
demand on workspace is low. By observing the variation of the determinant mea­
sures and condition numbers a t the various configuration of the platform with an 
arbitrarily chosen design variables (see Figure 3.5 through 3.12), it can be shown 
th a t all the  performance measures have critical values. Also, it  can be seen tha t 
the Vciriation of the performance measures is symmetrical which results from the 
symmetrical structure of the platform. Thus, the value of the performance measures 
a t the  home configuration may be a good index of the performance of the platform.
3.5.1 Isotropic D esign
W hen the condition number has the value one at one point within the workspace, 
the mechanism is said to have “isotropic configuration” at the point. The design 
to  have such a isotropic configuration is referred to  as an isotropic design. From 
section 2.2 it is pointed out tha t condition num ber measures indicate the directional 
uniformity of output space. At an isotropic configuration, the performance of the 
m anipulator may be said to be “optim al” in the sense th a t the performance is 
uniform for every directional output.
The various condition numbers Cp, Cy, C^, and Ca are defined in the equa­
tions 3.40, 3.42, 3.44, and 3.46. The shape of the translational velocity and force 
space is determined by Cp and C7<r, and the shape of the rotational velocity and 
torque space is determined by and Ca- In this section, configurations having 
isotropic design with respect to each condition number measure will be discussed.
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Figure 3.5: The variation of Dg and 1/Cg with respect to the translation along 
and y  axes when r =  0.5, a  =  0, 0  =  30, and h = \.
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Figure 3.6: The variation of and 1/C., with respect to the translation along x 
and y  axes when r  =  0.5, a  =  0, ^  =  30, and h =  1.
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Figure 3.7: The variation of and with respect to the trzinslation along x 
and y  axes when r  =  0.5, cl =  0,^ =  30, and h = \ .
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Figure 3.8: The variation of Da and 1/C7a with respect to the translation along x  
and y  axes when r  =  0.5, a  = 0, <f> =  30, and h = 1.




Figure 3.9: The variation of Dp and 1/Cp with respect to the rotation about x  and 
y  axes when r  =  0.5, a  = 0, <f) = 30, and h = 1.
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Figure 3.10: The variation of and l/(%y with respect to  the rotation about x 
and y  zixes when r  =  0.5, a  =  0, 0 =  30, and h =  l .
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Figure 3.11: The variation of and l /C ^  with respect to the rotation about x 
and y  axes when r  =  0.5, a  =  0, <̂ =  30, and h  = l .
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Figure 3.12: The variation of Da and 1/C'a with respect to the rotation about x 
and y  axes when r =  0.5, a  =  0, ^  =  30, and A =  1.
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The isotropy corresponding to four condition measures is defined as follows: when 
C/3 =  1, Cy =  1, (7a =  1, and C« =  1, the design will be said to be /7-isotropic, 
7 -isotropic, <r-isotropic, and a-isotropic, respectively. It will be shown th a t the pa­
ram eters to  satisfy each isotropy can be described by simple geometric entities such 
as cones and cylindroids.
Isotrop ic C ones
W hen the mechanism is /7-isotropic, from equation 3.40, it can be seen tha t the 
following equation has to be satisfied
— 2cos(a — (f>)r 4 -1  =  2h^. (3.47)
Let t '  ̂ = — 2cos(a — <f))r +  1. Then equation r' = a describes the circle with
radius a and the origin at (r =  1 ,’̂  =  0) in polar coordinates. The equation 3.47 
can be w ritten as
r'" =  2h? (3.48)
which is a straight line in (r ', h) param etric space. Thus the equation 3.47 describes 
a quadric surface in ( r ,^ ,h )  param etric space which is a cone with vertex at (r =  
1 ,‘ip = 0 ,h  = 0) where ^  = a — (j>. Any point in the surface will satisfy the (3-
isotropic condition and the surface will be called a /3-isotropic surface. Figure 3.13
shows the /7-isotropic surface.
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Figure 3.13: The ^-isotropic surface in (r,ip,h) param etric space
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It can be seen th a t on the /3-isotropic surface, all the elements of the matrix 
J i J i  (see equation 3.22) are constant
Pi =  \ / 2 ,2  =  1 ,2 ,3  or J ^ J i  =  Æ ng(2,2,2).
This statem ent can be easily verified by substituting condition 3.47 into equa­
tion 3.22. The /3-isotropic surface has a remarkable property such that the deter­
minant measure Dp defined by equation 3.39 is the maximum value 2\/5  at every 
point on /3-isotropic the surface.
The equation 3.14 shows that since e,-, i =  1,2, • • •, 6  are unit vectors, the trace 
of J i J i  is constant
T r(7 fJ i)  =  6 , (3.49)
where Tr(.) denotes the trace of a matrix. Since the sum of eigenvalues of a matrix 
is equal to the trace of the matrix, the sum of eigenvalues of J\ is constant
P l+ P l  + Pl = Q. (3.50)
Using this property, it can be easily shown tha t P\P2 ^ 3  has the maximum value if
and only if Pi = ^ 2 = Pz' Thus, the determinant measure Dp has maximum values 
if and only i{ Cp = 1.
Using equation 3.35, the determinant can be written
d e t { J i )  = 5^sin^6cos^9. (3.51)
It can be shown tha t the determinant Dp has the maximum vedue 2y/2 when
cos6  =  — (3. 52)
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W hen C'a =  1, called a-isotropic, from equation 3.46, it can be seen tha t the 
following equation has to  be satisfied
A2
— 2cosiJ^r 4 -1  =  (3.53)
Similar to  the equation 3.47, the param eters satisfying the condition form a conic 
surface, called a-isotropic surface, with the vertex a t (r =  1 ,^  =  0 ,h  =  0). The 




Isotrop ic C ylindroids
From the equation 3.42, when =  1, the following equation will be satisfied
& =  (3.55)
This equation describes a  surface in (r, ip, h) param etric space, called a cylindroid. 
The surface will be referred as a cr-isotropic surface. The surface is shown in the 
figure 3.14.
W hen =  1, from the equation 3.23, 7 -isotropic condition can be obtained
h =  y/2\sinip\. (3.56)
This equation defines a  7 -isotropic surface, also called cylindroid in the [r,ip,h) 
param etric space.
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Figure 3.14: The «r-isotropic surface, called a cylindroid
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3.5.2 Optim um  D esign w ith R espect to Force and Position  
Accuracy
From the section 2.3, it is shown tha t the vzilue of the determ inant measure D,, indi­
cates the force capacity and position accuracy of the m anipulator and the condition 
number measure is a index of the directional uniformity of the output spaces. 
When the has the maximum value and is equal to  one, the manipulator has 
the optimum force capacity and position accuracy.
In general the intersection of two surfaces in three dimensional space generates 
curves in  three dimensional space. Thus, if the c-isotropic surface intersects the 
)8 -isotropic surface, the intersection will generate a  curve. It can be seen, from 
equations 3.47 and 3.55, tha t the intersection of the /3-isotropic surface and cr- 
isotropic surface generates a curve (see figure 3.15), referred as a /3<r-curve, and the 
/3<r-curve can be w ritten in terms of a  param eter '0
T =  COS-0) h  =  (3.57)
In the previous section, it was shown tha t the determ inant measure has the 
maximum value 2y/2 at the every point on the /3-isotropic surface. This property is 
valid on any curves on the /3-isotropic surface and thus on a  jScr-curve generated by 
the intersection of /3-isotropic surface and cr-isotropic surface. Along the )9cr-curve, 
the determinant measure has the same value 2-v^ as Dp. From the equation 2.76, 
it was shown tha t Dg <  Dp. Thus, the maximum of the determ inant measure Dg
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Figure 3.15: A curve generated by intersection of the /3-isotropic surface and the 
a-isotropic surface, called an /3a-curve
cannot be larger than D^. Thus the determinant measure D„ has the maximum 
value 2 v ^  and the condition number measure is equal to one at every point on the 
curve of the intersection. Indeed, at every point on /3<r-curve, the matrices can be 
w ritten as
J ^ J i  = d iag(2,2,2), iV„ =  diap(2 ,2,2).
It may be stated zis follows: when the design variable is chosen on the /3a-curve, the 
determinant measures Dp and D„ have the same value and the value is maximum, 
and both condition numbers are equal to one.
Thus when the design parameters are chosen along the /3a-curve, the manipula­
to r hcis the best configuration with respect to the output force capacity and precision 
motion since condition numbers are equal to one and determinant measures D^,Dp
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are maximum. The set of param eters satisfying the equation 3.57 are the optimum 
solution set.
Since the optimum solution is described by the param eter ■0, the angle ip is now 
left to  be determined finally. To determine the angle -tp, the rotational and torque 
performance are the criteria to be considered. W hen the param eters are on the 
)8 <r-curve, it can be seen, from equations 3.43 and 3.45, th a t the matrices 
and iVu, can be written in term  of ip
J 2 J 2 =  -̂ u) =  diag{cos^ip,cos^'ip,4:Cos^ Ip) (3.58)
It is noteworthy th a t the two matrices are the same. It can be seen from the above 
equation 3.58 tha t along the /3<T-curve condition numbers C.y, Ca have the same 
constant value such as — Ca =  2  and determ inant measures Dy  =  Da =  2  cos® ip. 
Figure 3.16 shows magnitudes of the determinants.
From the figure 3.16 it can be seen tha t if the angle ip is chosen close to zero, then 
large Dy, Da can be obtained, which imply tha t the m anipulator may also have good 
torque capacity and rotation accuracy. But, as previously indicated, when ip =  0 
the m anipulator has a  singular configuration. This is not too surprising since many 
numerical researchers point out tha t the small determ inant does not necessarily 
imply a  near singularity configuration. It has been suggested to use the condition 
num ber to  detect the singularity and it is m aintained th a t usually the condition 
num ber is the index of the distance from the singularity [20]. According to these 
suggestions, the condition numbers is expected to  be very large near the singularity.










Figure 3.16: The determinant measures along the /îtr-curve.
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But, for this case tp w =  0 near the singularity, the condition number of this system 
is still indicating a good condition of the system since =  2 .
For example, when a manipulator has the param eters such as ^  =  7t / 6 , a  =  
Tr/ 6  +  0 .0 1 , i{) =  0 .0 1 , r =  cosif>, h  =  sinr{;/-\/2 , the numerical calculation shows that 
the condition number is 2.00009999. The explanation of the unexpected observation 
can be given by considering the derivatives of the condition number. For example 
consider the two partial derivatives of which can be derived from equation 3.42 
as follows
ac, _ -V is in j ,
dh sintj) ’ h?
dCer —y/2 hcosi}} y/2 costj)
di{) sin^tp ’ h
From the equation, it can be seen that the partial derivatives have a very large value 
when h Ri 0 and «  0. The partial derivatives of the other condition numbers 
have similar results. When the partial derivatives have these large values, the 
corresponding condition number is very sensitive to the error of design param eter 
and platform movement. Thus, the param eter -tp of small magnitude should not be 
selected.
The figure 3.16 shows also tha t the determ inant measure Da has the small value 
when Ip is close to tt/2 . It is a ttributed to the small radius of the platform since 
r  =  cos'tp along the /3 ( T - c i iT v e .  If sound torque capacity is required, large tp value 
should be avoided.
If the param eter ip is properly selected with the above various considerations, 
the design along the /3c-curve will provide a sound mechanism with the optimum
(3.60)
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force capacity, precision translational motion, although mediocre torque capacity 
and rotational motion.
3.5.3 Optimum D esign w ith  R espect to Torque Capacity 
and R otation A ccuracy
From the section 2.3, it is shown th a t the value of the determ inant measure Da 
indicates the torque capacity and rotation accuracy of the manipulator and the 
condition number measure Ca is an index of the directional uniformity of the out­
pu t spaces. When the has the maximum value and is equal to one, the 
m anipulator has the optimum torque capacity and rotation accuracy. This opti­
m um  design will be investigated.
O p tim u m  D esign  I
The condition will be found to maximize the determinant measure Da. From equa­
tion 3.38, the determinant D q can be written as
Da =  3 \/6/(0)d(r,-0) (3.61)
where f{$)  =  cos^6 sinG, 6  is defined at the equation 3.33, and d{r,ij}) defined at the
equation 3.34 as the shortest distance between the leg of the platform and platform
origin. It can be easily shown th a t the function f { 6 ) has the maximum ^  when
cos^O =  2 /3  (3.62)
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Thus, the Da has the maximum 2y/2 when the equations 3.62 and 3.63 are satisfied.
After arranging the term s in  the equation 3.62 it can be easily seen th a t the 
equation is the a-isotropic condition given in equation 3.53. Thus, when the equa­
tions 3.62 and 3.63 are satisfied, the determinant measure Da has the maximum 
value and the a-isotropy can be achieved. Since the equation 3.63 describes a tan­
gent plane of a cylinder r  =  cos-ij) at (r =  1 , ^  =  0 ) in the ( r ,^ ,h )  param etric 
space, it can be stated as follows; along the curve given by the intersection of the 
a-isotropic surface and the tangent plane given by the equation 3.63, the determi­
nant measure Dq is maximized and the condition number measure Cq is equal to 
one. The curve can be described by the param etric equation
  i  =  (3.M)costp cosip
The set to satisfy the equation 3.64 is a solution set for the optim um  torque capacity 
and rotation accuracy design.
To determine the free variable the other measures are considered. W hen the 
param eters satisfy the equation 3.64, the matrices can be w ritten as follows;
J 2 =
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Nu =  diag{cos^tl>,cos^ij},4i),
Nw =  diag{2 , 2 , 2 ).
The condition numbers and determinant measures are
C0  = 2 , =  =  Ca = l ,  (3.65)
2 ^ / 2
Da =  2, i?<T =  2cos^ip, =  — — , Da =  2y/2. (3.66)
cos '̂tp
From the figure 3.17 it can be seen, similar to the force optimum, th a t if the angle 
Ip close to  zero is chosen, then large Da can be obtained, which implies tha t the 
m anipulator may also have good force capacity and position. The same considera­
tion as the force and position optimum design is also applied to this problem. Also, 
from the figure 3.18 it can be noted that large tp forces the determ inant measure 
to  go to infinity. The trend is attributed to the large radius when tp is close to tt/ 2 .  
A large D^ near infinity is undesirable since it implies th a t the mechanism needs to 
have huge input in order to be able to change the orientation of the platform and 
thus orientating ability is seriously deteriorated (see table 2 .2  for th e  imphcation). 
After such a  consideration, the torque and rotation accuracy optim um  design can 
be obtained from the solution set.
O ptim um  D esign  II
The previous optimum design has the best torque capacity and rotation accuracy. 
However, when large tp is used, the orientating ability is deteriorated. In the fol-
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Figure 3.17: Determinant measures and along the intersection of a-isotropic 
surface and r  =  1 / cos-0
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Figure 3.18: Determ inant measures Da and along the intersection of a-isotropic 
surface and r  =  1 / cosi/>
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lowing, an alternate design will be discussed such th a t such a orientating problem 
may be eliminated with a trade-off of the torque capacity and accuracy.
When both determinant measures £><, and Dy have the same value, Dy cannot 
be larger than  2\Æ  since the maximum of Da is By investigating the design 
to satisfy Da =  Dy, the problem caused by the large Dy can be eliminated. Such 
a design can be obtained by considering the intersection of the 7 -isotropic surface 
given by the equation 3.56 and the a-isotropic surface given by the equation 3.53. 
Along the curve generated by the intersection of two surfaces, properties of two 
isotropic surfaces are valid and Da =  Dy. From the equation 3.44 and 3.46, it can 
be seen th a t the intersection of these two surfaces generates a  curve (see figure 3.19), 
called 7 a-curve, described by the following param etric equations
T =  cosij), h = y/^lsin-ipl, (3.67)
Since the property of the two surfaces is valid along the curve, both isotropic 
conditions are also satisfied zdong the curve. It can be easily shown that when the 
parameters are on the 7 a-curve, the matrices N^, etc. (see equation 3.22,
3.25, 3.23 and 3.26) can be written
Ji J i = N„ =  d iag(l, 1,4), J 2 J2 =  =  diag{2,2,2)cos^il), (3.68)
with condition numbers Cp = = 2 and determinant measures Dp =  D„ =  2 .
Those measures are constants on the 7 a-curve. Thus, the angle rj> is left as the 
free peirameter to  be chosen. The param eter ^  can be selected by considering the
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Figure 3.19: A curve generated by intersection of the 7 -isotropic surface and the 
a-isotropic surface, called an 7 a-curve
determ inant measure written as
Da =  D^ = 2-<j2coŝ 'ij>
and derivatives of condition numbers. Figure 3.20 shows the determ inant measures 
along the 7 a-curve and the determ inant m easure’s change can be seen. A remark­
able property of this design can be observed by comparing the figure 3.17 and the 
figure 3.20 such th a t this design can have the relatively good force capacity for all 
design selections of the angle •0. Thus, with the consideration of the partial deriva­
tive value, if relatively large ^  value is selected, say ^  % ir /6 , it may be said th a t the 
manipulator has uniform torque and rotational performance along with relatively 
good torque capacity and force capacity. Noting that the directional uniformity
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Do .D y
Figure 3.20: The determinant measures along the -ya-curve.
of the force performance is also in the good range, the design which satisfies the 
equation 3.67 can be a good design solution for both torque and force capacity.
Remark
The following question can be asked: is it possible th a t all four surfaces can be 
intersected? From equation 3.57 and 3.67 and figure 3.21 it can be observed tha t 
the /3<r-curve and q'a-curve have no intersection except a t singular point (r =  1 , ^  =  
0 ,h  =  0). Thus there is no point which is isotropic with respect to  all four condition 
numbers. Thus, the isotropic design with respect to  both force capacity and torque 
does not exist.




Figure 3.21: Two curves: ^cr-curve and -yo-curve
3.5.4 M inim ax Problem  o f Condition Number
In the previous section it is shown tha t the spaces satisfying the /3-isotropic and 
a-isotropic condition are described by cones, called the /8 -isotropic surface and the 
a-isotropic surface in the h) param etric space. In this section, it wiU be shown 
tha t there exist two surfaces corresponding to each given condition number measure 
not equal to  one.
D ouble Surfaces
When condition number Cp = c where c ^  1 is a constant, in the param etric space 
there exist two cones which have the condition number on the their surfaces (see
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figure 3.22). The two surfaces are given by the following two equations
' = ; k '  " ' “ ^
h = —7=-, ov h =  —j=. (3.70)
V^c V 2   ̂ ’
From the above equation, it can be noted tha t the surfaces can be considered as 
two straight lines in {r ,h )  coordinates.
From the equation 3.70, is can be easily seen tha t Cp < c implies
^  <  /i ' <  ^ ,  or ^  <  r ':  < 2c' h? (3.71)
The above equation indicates tha t in ( r ,^ ,  K) parametric space all the points within 
the region between two conic surfaces given as
T»^2 » / 2 . 2
h ' =  and =  (3.72)
satisfy the condition Cp <  c.
Similarly, there are two conic surfaces on which every point has the same condi­
tion number for a  given condition number measure Ca = c where c 1 is a constant.
From the equation 3.46, the cone is given as
h =  —— , OT h = cy/2r (3.73)
From equation 3.73, Cg <  c implies
^  <  A' <  2 r" c ' or ^  <  r"' <  ^  (3.74)
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Figure 3.22; The two cones to satisfy = c and the intersection of the set H i and
H^.
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All the points within the region between two conic surfaces given as
= ——, and =  2r'^c^ (3.75)
satisfy the condition Ca <  c.
Also, for a given condition number measure =  c, where c ^  1 is constant, 
there exist two surfaces, called cylindroids, on which every point has the same 
condition number. The equations of cylindroids, from equation 3.44 can be written
as
h =  ^  _  y/2c\simp\ (3.76)
W hen <  c, the condition implies
t < k <  \/2c\sinip\ or <  \sini})\ < ^  (3.77)
Thus, it can be seen tha t all the points within the region between two cylindroids in 
three dimensional space (r, h) satisfy the given condition. The region is obviously 
not bounded since r  is not constrained. As shown at figure 3.23, it is convenient 
to  use the curve in two dimensional space of h and All the points in the closed 
region bounded by two curves drawn in polar coordinates {h, ij)) satisfy the given 
inequality condition.
Similarly, for a given = c, there exist two surfaces, czdled cylindroids, on 
which every point has the same condition number measure. From the equation 3.42, 
the  equations of cylindroids can be w ritten as
A = liM „ ft = flfipd (3.78)
V2 c  ̂ ^





Figure 3.23: The two circles to satisfy C., =  2 in the polar coordinates








Figure 3.24: The two circles to satisfy Co- =  2 in the polar coordinates 
W hen Co <  c, the condition implies
J f M  <  H < £ 2 ^ ,  or <  \sin^\ < S c  h (3.78)
y/2c -  ~  \/2  c -
The surface can also be expressed as the curve in {h, ifj) polar coordinates. All points
in the closed region bounded by two curves in polar coordinates (h ,^ )  satisfies the
given condition. Figure 3.24 shows the two circles to satisfy the C^ =  2 .
M inim ax P rob lem  o f  C ondition  N um bers
The concept of the region defined by the above can be used to solve some design 
problems and provide the valuable insight for handling design problems. The con­
venience this approach is resulted from the geometrical approach to the solution 
methods.
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The following problem will be solved; find the parameter to  minimize the max­
im um condition number with given operating range of h.
Let the operating range of the mechanism be given as hi < h < h ;. Assume 
tha t the condition number is required to be less than c, th a t is
Gp < c. (3.80)
As shown in figure 3.22 there exist two cones to  satisfy Op =  c. W hen h = hi, aH. 
the param eters in the set Hi satisfy the equation 3.80 where the set H i is defined 
as (see equation 3.71)
Hi = {r,tl} :  ̂ < r ' <  v^chi} (3.81)
c
Also, when h = /ï2, all the parameters in the set Hz will satisfy the equation 3.80
where the set Hz is defined as
Hz =  {r, < r ' <  V2chz} (3.82)
c
If one point is chosen in  the set Hz, the parameter r and ^  is fixed. In order to 
satisfy the condition number inequality 3.80, the chosen point also has to be an
element in the set H i . Thus the solution of the design variables to  satisfy the given
condition is the intersection of two sets Hi and Hz. The intersection is given as
H iD  Hz = {r, tp : —   ̂ < r ' <  %/2 c/ii}. (3.83)
c
From the equation 3.83, it can be found tha t
H i n H z = ^  iiV2chi < (3.84)
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Thus the solution exists if
y/2chi > (3.85)
c
This implies tha t the solution exists if
c >  (3.86)
and when the mechanism operates in the given range, the best condition number
to minimize the maximum condition is
'  =  (3-87)
From the equation 3.48, the solution set becomes a circle described by
r' =  \J2 h \h 2 . (3.88)
Substituting the above equation into the /?-isotropic condition 3.48 gives the value 
of the param eter h when the  minmax solution 3.88 intersects the  /3-isotropic surface
h = \Jh1h2- (3.89)
The above equation shows th a t the param eter h  on the ^-isotropic is not the arith­
metic average but the geometric average of hi and hz.
For the same problem about C'a, the same argument can be used since the space 
is also described by the cone. The similar result is obtained as follows; the solution 
set is
H i n H 2  = M : - ^ ^ < r ' <  ^ } .  (3.90)
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This implies th a t the  solution exists if
h,2c > ^ - .  (3.91)
and the mechanism operates in the given range, the best condition number to  min­
imize the maximum condition is
c — (3.92)
V h i
The solution is obtained when the equality
=  (3.93)
holds. Substituting the above equation into the a-isotropic condition 3.54 gives the 
value of the param eter h when the minmax solution 3.93 intersects the a-isotropic 
surface
h = \Jhih.2~ (3.94)
The above equation shows tha t geometric average of h\ and hg is the value of the 
param eter h on the /3-isotropic surface.
The minimax problem with respect to condition num ber will also be consid­
ered. Let the operating range of the mechanism be given as hi <  h <  hg where 
hg <  V^. Assume th a t the condition number C.y is required to be less than c, tha t
is < c. There exist two circles in (h ,^ )  plane to  satisfy <  c as shown in
figure 3.25.
All the points bounded by these two circles have the condition number of the 
value less than  c. W hen following the path h = h \, the set $ i  of all the parameters
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hi h2
Figure 3.25: The two circles oi = c in {h,'^) polar coordinates and sets Ÿi, Ÿg 
satisfying < c  along the path  h = hi and h = h 2 .
to  satisfy the inequality condition is given as (see equation 3.77)
^ 1  =  {V» : < ^  <
^ y/2c \/2^
(3.95)
In the following discussion, only one quadrant will be considered since the result in 
this quadrant is valid in the other quadrants. Also, when h =  /12, all the param eters 
in the set Ÿg will satisfy the requirement where the set is defined as
^ 2  = {ip -• s in  <■>!’ < sin (3.96)
In order to  satisfy the condition number inequality in the operating range, the 
angle ^  has to be an element in both set and $%. Thus the solution of the 
design variables to satisfy the given condition is the intersection of the two sets
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and The intersection is given as
'ï'i n  ^ 2  =  {^ : <  s i n ' ^ ^ } .  (3.97)
From the equation 3.97, it can be found tha t $ i n $ 2  =  0 if 
This implies tha t the minimum condition number in the given problem is
h2c =  y - .  (3.98)
Substituting equation 3.98 into the equation 3.97, the solution of the given
problem can be obtained
^  =  sin~^\fh ih2/2 , (3.99)
Substituting the above equation into the 7 -isotropic condition 3.56 gives the value 
of the param eter h when the minmax solution 3.99 intersects the 7 -isotropic surface
h = \Jh1h 2 . (3.100)
W hen /12 >  V^j it can be easily shown that the minmax solution is given as
c =  ^  at ^  =  f  if h^h2 > 2, (3.101)
c =  \ at ^  =  sin~^y jh ^ ï^ j i  if h i /12 <  2 (3.102)
For Cf, the same argument can be used and the similar result is obtained as 
follows: the intersection to satisfy C„ < c for given operating range h\ < h  < h 2 
where /12 <  1 / v ^  is
n  Ÿ2 =  {V" : sin~^^   ̂ <  ^  <  s in ~ ^-^ch i}  if /12 < (3.103)
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This implies tha t the minimax solution for Cg is
c =  y Ç  if k , <  (3.104)
Substituting equation 3.104 into the equation 3.103, it can be shown th a t the min­
imax solution is obtained when
ij) = sin  ^yj2h-Ji2. (3.105)
Substituting the above equation into the 7 -isotropic condition 3.55 gives the value of 
the param eter h  when the minmax solution 3.105 intersects the  c-isotropic surface
h =  \Jh1h 2 . (3.106)
When /12 > ■ ^ 5  it can be easily shown tha t the minmax solution is given as
c =  v ^ /i2 at ^  ^ if h \h 2 > 1 /2 , (3.107)
c = J ^  at i}> = sin~^y/2h^hl if <  1 /2  (3.108)V " 1
The equations 3.89, 3.94, 3.100, and 3.106 suggest th a t the geometric average 
of the upper and lower limit of h is on the isotropic surface.
3.5.5 Sum m ary and a Design M ethodology
In the previous discussion, it was shown tha t the solution set of the optimum design 
with respect to force and position accuracy can be obtained by the intersection of the 
/?-isotropic surface and the cr-isotropic surface. Along the curve of the intersection, 
the (T-isotropic and /3-isotropic design with the mziximum determ inant measure D„
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and Dp can be obtained. The optim um  solution set given by the equation 3.67 is
r  =  cos^, h =  (3.109)
Also, it was shown tha t the intersection of a plane given as r  =  l/cosi/^ and a- 
isotropic surface yields the set of optim um  design with respect to  torque capacity 
and rotation accuracy. The a-isotropic design with the majdmum determinant
measure Da can be obtained and the param etric equation of the solution given by
the equation 3.64 is
r  =  ^ — , h = V 2 ^ ^ .  (3.110)
COSTp c o s i p
I t was pointed out tha t the design satisfying the above equation could deteriorate 
the ability to  ro tate the platform if large ^  is selected. The alternative design which 
eliminates the problem with a trade-oif of the  torque capacity and rotation accuracy 
was obtained by the intersection of the a-isotropic surface and 7 -isotropic surface. 
The design solution given by the equation 3.67 is
T =  cosV’j h  =  y/2\sinil>\. (3.111)
Also, when range of the operating height is given sls hi < h < the minimax 
solution of the condition number measures was found as (see equations 3.87, 3.92, 
3.98, 3.104)
c =  ^  (3.112)
when the value of param eter h on the isotropic surface satisfies the following relation
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(see equations 3.89, 3.94, 3.100, 3.106)
h = \fhxh2- (3.113)
Using a  example, it will be shown how the above findings can be used in design 
process. Assume the optimum design given by the equation 3.67 or 3.111 be 
selected after considering the design requirement such as a  torque capacity, rotation
accuracy and motion ability. Let the param eter ^  be selected after considering
the force capacity, the partial derivative of condition number and the construction 
of the mechanism, etc. From the equation 3.67 or 3.111, the design param eters can 
be determined as
ro =  costpo, ho =  \/2simpo- (3.114)
If the distance in the operating height are given as A H  = H 2 —Hi where H i and H 2 
are un-scaled in magnitude, the scaling factor s relates the scaled operating distance 
to  the un-scaled operating distance as follows
A H  = s[}i2 — hi). (3.115)
If h =  s/hih^  is equal to ho, tha t is
ho = \Jh1h2 (3.116)
the design hzis the minimax solution value Cq (see equation 3.112) as
Co =  (3.117)
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Solving the equation 3.117 and 3.116 for and yields
hi = — , /i2 =  Coho. (3.118)
Co
Substituting the above equation 3.118 into the equation 3.115 yields
AZT =  sho(co  ). (3.119)
Co
The above equation 3.119 relates the un-scaled operating distance A H  to the scaling 
factor s and condition number bound Co. From the equation, it can be seen tha t if
A H  is given and the condition number is required to be bounded by Co, the scaling
factor s is given as follows
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C hapter 4 
C onclusions and  
R ecom m endations
C onclusions
Optimal design of a six degrees-of-freedom, fully parallel robot manipulator, called 
a Stewcirt platform has been investigated. In order to  optimize the mechanism, new 
performance meeisures have been introduced since previous methods suffer from lack 
of the physical meaning due to the dimensional inhomogeneity. In order to  overcome 
the dimensional inhomogeneity problem, the Euclidean norm definition of each out­
put space with homogeneous dimension was used to find the input-output norm  
relation. As a result, two sets of eigenvalues were obtained which characterize the 
input-output relation for translational velocity and rotational velocity, respectively. 
The physical meaning of each set of eigenvalues has been explained in detail. For 
example, one set of eigenvalues describes the relationship of the translational veloc­
ity with zero rotational velocity to  input velocity and the other set of eigenvalues 
describes the position accuracy by the input error. It has also been shown tha t the
100
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two sets of eigenvalues for translational velocity also characterize the input-output 
relation for force and the two sets of eigenvalues for rotational velocity also char­
acterize the input-output relation for torque. From the four sets of eigenvalues, 
four determinant measures have been defined, which represent the magnitude of 
the input-output transform ation and four condition number measures have been 
defined which are indices of uniform transformation. It has been shown th a t all 
the condition number measures and determinant measures for translational veloc­
ity among the new measures have an invariant property under the scaling operation. 
I t has also been shown th a t the change of determinant measures for rotational is 
described by a  simple function of scaling factor, reflecting the physical meaning of 
mechanism size. Thus, these new measures were able to overcome the output space 
dimensional inhomogeneity problem when confronted with six degrees-of-freedom 
manipulators.
Using the various performance measures, the design of a fully parallel six degrees- 
of-freedom manipulator has been investigated. By the simplification of the design 
problem, the explicit equation of eigenvalues and performance measures was able to 
be derived. The explicit equations provide valuable tools to understand the para­
metric space of the design variables, which is seldom figured out when using nu­
merical analysis. W ith the help of the explicit formulation, singular configurations 
were identified at home positions of the m anipulator and the param etric equations 
to  give the isotropy designs was able to be obtained. It has been shown tha t the
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quadric surfaces defined by the param etric equation are simple geometric entities 
called the cones and cylindroids in cylindrical coordinates. These simple geometric 
entities provide the insight necessary to figure out the behavior of the condition 
number measures and determinant measures in the param etric space. Using this 
insight, three optim um  solutions were found. It was shown th a t every point on the 
/3-isotropic surface maximizes the corresponding determ inant measure. Using the 
intersection of the )9-isotropic surface and cr-isotropic surface, a set of the optimum 
design with respect to the force capacity and position accuracy was found. It was 
also shown th a t the optimum design with respect to torque capacity and rotation 
accuracy is given by the intersection of the a-isotropic surface and a tangent plane. 
The intersection of the 7 -isotropic surface and a-isotropic surface gives a sound 
design with respect to both aspects of torque capacity and rotation accuracy, and 
force capacity and position accuracy.
It has been shown tha t there are two isotropic surfaces corresponding to  each 
given condition number not equal to one and in all the region bounded by these two 
surfaces the condition numbers are less than  the given condition number. Using 
these facts, a  closed region can be defined in which all the param eters satisfy a 
given condition number inequality within a given operating height range. The 
minimcix problem of the condition number was solved and  it has been shown that 
the achievable minimum condition number is a function of the given operating 
heights and is obtained when the geometric average of the upper and lower limit of
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the operating height is on the isotropic surface. The result is used to determine the 
adequate operating range.
R ecom m endations
In  this dissertation, i t  was shown tha t there is no design to satisfy all four isotropic 
conditions in the particular investigated structure. However, does there exist an 
isotropic design with respect to  all four condition numbers in the Stewart platform 
manipulator? The question remains unsolved.
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A ppendix
A .l  In verse M atrix
Let J  be 6  X 6  m atrix. It is assumed that the m atrix has the full rank. The m atrix 
can be partitioned as follows,
J  = \J\t «I;].
(A.1)
J  can be w ritten as
" j f J i  jfJz 
j f J i  J f J z  j
Since J j  J\ and J2 J 2 have full rank, respectively, it can be easily shown, using a 
well-known m atrix  inversion identity, that
N-  ̂ -N-^J^W^J2)-^
where N , =  and =  I  -  P ^  =  f -
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A .2 Id en tities
Since and are projections, the following identities are satisfied,
=  =  (A.4)
P ^ Ji = 0, P ^J2  =  0. (A.5)
From the identities A.4, the following identities can be easily verified
Q Ï Q i = K \  QlQ2 = N - \  Q I Q x = - { J '^ J 2 V J ^ J xN - \  (A.6 )
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